
Envisioning Physical-Digital 
Hybrid Food Products 

Traditional food design is an area of expertise for Chefs, where raw materials are combined, cooked and presented, but
the theatre around the presentation and consumption of the food is an integral part of the eating experience. This
includes interior design, selection of cutlery as well as soundscapes to enhance and transform the eating experience.
Food is also a highly-regulated commodity where, in order to bring a food to market, regulatory requirements must be
met and businesses must be able to support any claims made by reference to evidence. This requires information
regarding complex engineering methods, geographic origin, nutritional content, safety etc., ideally all provided in an
appropriately consumable format for the public. The production and consumption context and information footprint, and
their relevance or alignment to a consumer’s values, modulate and inform the consumption experience.

In this work we envisage physical foodstuffs, combined with meaningful digital content, enabling value-enhanced product
consumption experiences. Our approach is to consider how consumption experiences can be enhanced or augmented
through immersive technologies, to consider alternative methodologies for eliciting and capturing consumer values, and
to explore digital routes to translating these consumer values to specific product attributes.
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Eliciting and Producer and Consumer Values
We are developing ideation cards and models that
encompass preferences, values and regulatory
requirements, and mapping these to product
characteristics.

• Providing a tool for generating ideas for new products,
and to describe, categorise and reason about existing
products, enabling teams to map out the challenges of
creating products from technology, food engineering
and regulatory perspectives.

• Supporting the ideation of products with different
ingredients and technologies for different occasions,
moods and contexts. They can be used with an existing
food product which is adding a new digital dimension. Immersive Consumption Experiences

We present multiple opportunities and interaction mechanisms for capturing and layering digital content
over physical products

• Immersive experiences change the digital appearance and context of a food stuff in contrast to its
physical manifestation; mixed-reality vessels, naturalistic delivery mechanisms, digital augmentation

• Physical tokens and packaging links to the digital footprint post consumption
• Food microstructures e.g. emulsions, gels, or designed macrostructures, e.g. layers of materials, are

used to achieve novel, trackable, complementary textural or visual profiles and attributes

Fermented Plant Proteins
Our physical-digital hybrid food
prototypes are built around
fermented plant-proteins, particularly
miso, as future-looking products
which afford a rich digital design
space, and enable services and
experiences to be shipped alongside
physical substances:

• Delivering digital provenance
around bean traceability, miso
manufacture and the microbial
process

• Providing usage instructions for a
product that changes over time


